
by Molly Brooks

The Law of 
Finders Keepers
by Sheila Turnage

Pirate fever sweeps through the town after a treasure hunter shows up
looking to lay claim to Blackbeard's lost gold buried somewhere in
Tupelo Landing. When the (probably) world-famous Desperado
Detectives--Mo and Dale and Harm--are hired by Mayor Little's mother
to find the pirate loot for her, and the high-stakes race for riches is on!
But that's not the only treasure hunt in town. Mo LoBeau unearths
shocking new clues that may lead to her long-lost Upstream Mother--in
the riskiest, scariest, and possibly richest case of her life. Will Mo find
her Upstream Mother? Can the Desperados sidestep Blackbeard's curse
and outsmart a professional treasure hunter? Will Dale faint under the
pressure of Valentine's Day? Could the stakes be any higher? Yes. With
twin treasures hanging in the balance, Mo, Dale, and Harm realize one
of them may have to leave Tupelo Landing. For good.

Sanity & Tallulah

The Wisdom 
of Trees
by Lita Judge

We clean the air and seed the clouds, we drench the thirsty land with rain.
We are like wizards. The story of a tree is a story of community,
communication, and cooperation. Although trees may seem like silent,
independent organisms, they form a network buzzing with life: they
talk, share food, raise their young, and offer protection. Trees thrive on
diversity, learn from their ancestors, and give back to their
communities. Trees not only sustain life on our planet―they can also
teach us important lessons about patience, survival, and teamwork.
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The latest material hitting the library shelves

It can get pretty dull living on a small, out-of-the-way station like
Wilnick SS. Best Friends Sanity Jones and Tallulah Vega do their best
to relieve the monotony of every day space life by finding adventures,
solving mysteries, and taking turns getting each other into and out of
trouble. But when Sanity's latest science project-an extremely-illegal-
but-impossibly-cute three-headed kitten-escapes from the lab and
starts causing havoc, the girls will have to turn the station upside
down to find her-before the damage becomes irreversible!



Journey Around
the Sun: The Story
of Halley's Comet
by James Gladstone

Halley’s Comet, visible from Earth only once every 75 years, tells
its own story in this unique informational picture book. With each
return of the comet, the book highlights human life at that time,
and how science has advanced toward a greater understanding of
our universe.

Told in minimal, poetic text paired with detailed captions for
context, the book begins with sightings in ancient civilizations,
where for centuries, the comet was a mystery recorded in art and
writing. From Edmond Halley’s successful prediction of the
comet’s return in 1758, through the advent of technologies like
cameras and eventually a spacecraft that photographed its ice
core, Halley’s Comet tells an inspiring and wide-reaching story of
scientific advancement and cultural history.

by Richard Ho Like other packages, this one began as an empty box. It was
packed with great care, sealed tight, and given a personal touch.
Like other packages, it left the post office with hope. But unlike
most packages, before it got to its destination...

Hilo: All the 
Pieces Fit
by Judd Winick

For five books, Razorwark has chased Hilo through the Universe. Now
the chase is over. Find out how the epic war ends and get ready to
start the next adventure with this New York Times bestselling graphic
novel series! Being a hero isn't easy. But Hilo had no idea it would be
this hard. Hilo came to earth because he was running from
Razorwark. But he's done running. Razorwark has come to earth.
And the time has come for one final face to face showdown. What
happens will decide the fate of the robot world . . . and Hilo's future.
The sacrifice will be great. But with Izzy's help, Hilo finally knows
what he has to do. Because THIS is how all the pieces fit. 
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The Lost Package

it
got
lost.

Follow one package that loses its way and discover a friendship
tale that proves distance can't always keep us apart.


